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Highlights of the Month

• Global equities witnessed a strong rebound in July on investors expecting a dovish pivot from the Fed 

• MSCI All Country World Index rose 6.9%; MSCI EM Index fell 0.7% mainly on underperformance from China

• MENA equities rallied on strong earnings and global rebound with the S&P Pan Arab Composite Index surging 5.8%

• US 10y treasury closed at 2.65%, 36bps lower than the beginning of the month

• The 2Y-10Y curve inverted during the month closing -24bps indicating signs of recession

• In EM fixed income universe, Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate Index was up 2.1% during the month 

• Brent oil and petrochemical prices fell on recession concerns

• We remain underweight on equities and fixed income and maintain a strong overweight on cash 

• We remain underweight on economically sensitive sectors and remain overweight on defensive sectors
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Despite US inflation jumping to 9.1% YoY in June, a four-

decade high, global markets witnessed a strong rebound

in July on stronger than expected earnings in US,

investors expecting a dovish pivot from fed post the

press conference leading to lower yields and technical

rebound from the oversold levels. MSCI All Country

World Index (MXWD Index) surged 6.9% MoM. The

consensus estimate for was 8.8% YoY for the CPI. Core

CPI rose 5.9% vs the estimate of 5.7%. MoM headline CPI

was up 1.3% and core CPI climbed 0.7%. The respective

estimates were 1.1% and 0.5%. Inflation was broad based

as prices continued to rise for domestic goods and

services, from shelter to autos to apparel. Shelter costs,

which comprise about one-third of the CPI continued to

head higher rising 5.6% YoY, the fastest 12-month pace in

31 years. Some of the biggest increases came from

gasoline prices (+11.2% MoM), new vehicles (0.7%), used

prices (1.6%) and medical care (0.7%). US GDP

contracted 0.9% on an annualized basis in Q2 following

a decline of 1.6% in Q1.

As widely expected, the Federal Open Market

Committee (FOMC) raised its key interest rate by 75bps.

During the press conference, although Chairman Powell

stressed about Fed being strongly committed to reduce

inflation, the market took his comments on slowing the

pace of rate hikes, being data dependent on future rate

hikes and reaching neutral rate as a potential dovish

pivot. This combined with concerns over recession took

10-year treasury real and nominal yields down by 57bps

and 36bps, respectively, MoM to reach 2.65% and 0.1%.

Equities markets since last 2 years have shown a strong

negative correlation with the real yields, especially, the

high growth technology names. As a result, growth

outperformed value with MSCI All country World

Growth Index rising 10.1%, outperforming the value

index by 6.4%. Developed markets outperformed

emerging markets (EM) with MSCI World Index gaining

7.9% while MSCI EM Index fell 0.7%. S&P 500 index rose

9.1% and Nasdaq Index rose 12.3%. S&P 500 companies

reported stronger than expected earnings, especially,

the big tech names, with 75% of the companies that

have reported beating earnings guidance.

Powell alluded to softness in business investment and

consumer spending, but he was not of a view that the

economy is in recession as labor market continued to

remain strong. Macroeconomic data was mixed. Nonfarm

payrolls in June increased by 372,000, topping the

250,000 estimate. The unemployment rate remained at

3.6%. Average hourly earnings rose 5.1% from a year ago,

slightly higher than the estimate of 5.1%. July’s flash PMIs

moved into a contraction mode with a print of

47.5. This was due to a fall in the services sector which

dropped to 47.0, while manufacturing remained in

expansionary territory at 52.3.

European equities also rallied strongly with Stoxx 600

Index jumping 7.9%. Inflation continued to head higher

in both Eurozone and UK reaching 8.9% YoY (July) and

9.4% (June), respectively. High inflation led European

Central Bank (ECB) to deliver its first-rate hike in a

decade, taking the eurozone out of the negative rates.

ECB raised rates by larger than expected 50bps.

Gazprom is supplying gas to Europe at only 20% capacity

through Nord Stream 1 pipeline. This is expected to

create a serious problem for the European economy

during the winter months and could continue to keep the

inflation high. ECB is expected to hike rates in its

September meeting. Higher rates create a problem for

the periphery, especially, Italy, Spain and Portugal.
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Global Equities

Major Indices Performance

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments AssetManagement Note: *Oman’s PE, PB ratios and dividend yield are trailing
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Value MTD Return YTD Return PE (x) 1Yr Fwd PB (x) 1Yr Fwd Div. Yield 1Yr Fwd

Saudi  Arabia- Tadawul 12,199 5.9% 8.1% 17.3 2.7 2.6%

Dubai  - DFMGI 3,338 3.6% 4.4% 11.2 1.1 3.9%

Abu Dhabi  - ADSMI 9,663 3.1% 13.8% 15.9 2.2 2.5%

Qatar - DSM 13,370 9.7% 15.0% 14.1 1.9 3.5%

Kuwait - Al l  Share 7,717 4.2% 9.6% 6.7 1.7 3.0%

Oman* - MSM30 4,532 9.9% 9.7% 12.9 1.0 4.4%

Bahrain - BHSEASI 1,906 3.6% 6.0% 7.1 0.9 5.9%

Egypt - EGX30 9,467 2.6% -20.8% 5.5 1.1 5.3%

Morocco - MOSENEW 11,818 -1.6% -11.5% 18.9 2.5 3.3%

S&P Pan Arab Compos ite 182 5.8% 6.0% 16.0 2.3 3.0%

Israel  - TA35 1,948 6.5% -1.5% 10.1 1.7 1.7%

Turkey - XU100 2,592 7.8% 39.6% 4.1 0.9 4.8%

Pakis tan - KSE100 40,150 -3.3% -10.0% 3.8 0.8 -

S&P 500 4,130 9.1% -13.3% 18.3 3.9 1.6%

STOXX 600 438 7.6% -10.1% 12.3 1.7 3.5%

MSCI EM 994 -0.7% -19.3% 11.2 1.5 3.5%

MSCI Al l  Country World 638 6.9% -15.5% 15.4 2.5 2.2%

MSCI World 2,746 7.9% -15.0% 16.1 2.7 2.1%
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To confront this challenge, ECB is planning to come up

with an antifragmentation tool to limit the rise in Italian

borrowing costs. Euro-Zone Consumer Confidence

dipped to Near Worst Since Pandemic, reaching -27.6 in

July down from -23.6 in June. Euro-area July Composite

PMI fell to 49.4 in July from 52 in June; below the

median estimate of 51.0. Manufacturing PMI fell to 49.6

from 52.1. The services figure dropped to 50.6 from 52.

EM Equities: MSCI EM Index fell 0.7%, however, there

was a dispersion in the performance. MSCI China fell

10.0% as Covid-19 flare ups raised concerns that

economic activity would be disrupted again. Investors

also fretted the deepening property crisis and the lack of

additional stimulus being announced by government

authorities. Other major EM markets performed well.

Amongst regions, LatAm and EMEA outperformed

gaining 4.2% and 3.2%, respectively while Asia

underperformed, falling 1.8%. Outflows from EM bonds

and equities reached USD 9.8bn in July, according to

data from the IIF. Chile (12.4%), India (9.6%), Korea

(5.9%) and Brazil (5.5%) were the best performing

markets. China (-10.0%) and Pakistan (-3.3%) were the

worst performing markets.

OECD inventories reflect market tightness (mn barrels)

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments

Brent crude oil prices continue to remain strong ($/bbl)

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments

Commodities: Oil: Brent oil closed at USD 110/bbl,

down 4.2% MoM. Prices were relatively steady despite

fears about a sharp economic downturn. OPEC+ during

its meeting on August 3rd agreed to increase

production by 100k barrels per day in September, their

smallest hike in history. We expect the market to

remain tight on limited production capacity, strong

summer season demand, China reopening, and a decline

in Russian production. However due to the weakening

global economy, we expect oil prices to come under

slight pressure and average around $90/bbl over the

next 3 months versus our previous estimate of

$100/bbl. We will further change our view if we see

envisage a potential recession in next 6 months.

Metals: The S&P Industrial metals index had a solid

month, gaining 9.5%, on strong corporate earnings and

lower than expected interest rate hikes, which

investors feared could have derail the global economy.

Nickel and Aluminum prices gained 4.1% and 3.2%, while

copper continued its downward trend, losing 3.9%.

Precious metals: Gold prices fell 2.3% on the strength of

the USD. Given a slowing down global economy, we

continue to avoid an exposure to base metals and we

are neutral on gold due to stronger dollar and our

expectation of higher real yield for the fed to clamp

down inflation.

Petchems: SE Asia PP, LLDPE, HDPE and LDPE fell

16.8%, 14.6%, 11.4% and 6.5% respectively. Methanol

and MEG were also down 3.2% and 2.6% respectively,

MoM. Despite high oil prices, we remain cautious on

petrochemicals due to a slowdown in global economy.

Moreover, demand remains subdued while supply

increases, which has further tilted sentiment towards

bearishness.

Currencies: EM currencies (EMFX Index) lost 0.3% in

July, while the US Dollar (DXY Index) gained 1.2%, taking

its YTD gains to 10.7%. Chilean Peso and Brazilian Real

gained 1.7% and 1.6% as metal prices staged a

comeback. The Pakistani Rupee and Russian Ruble were

the worst performing names, falling 14.4% and 12.2%

respectively. We expect declining oil and food prices to

have a positive impact on the current account balances

of the EM commodity importers. Although this is

constructive for the EM currencies, rising rates in US

would continue to offset the positive impact of the

lower commodity prices.
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Global Asset Allocation and Outlook:

The market rallied in July on expectations of Fed

pivoting on weakening economy, CPI expected to trend

down on lower commodity prices and rates currently

being at neutral. This has loosened the financial

conditions with yield curve falling, real yields almost

going towards zero and mortgage rates declining

sharply. Market expects the fed fund rate to peak by Q1

2023 at 3.4% and afterwards expects the Fed to cut the

rates starting mid-2023. However, we believe the Fed

still has a long way to go in terms of clamping down

inflation, especially, with core inflation expected to

head higher on higher wages and rentals, and further

increase in services prices, despite headline inflation

coming down.

Fed does not want the inflation to become embedded

into the economy and as result we expect them to

continue to hike rates well into the first half of 2022. We

believe for the Fed to be able to successfully clamp

down the inflation, the current real rates have to move

into the positive territory. Therefore, we expect the Fed

to take the fed fund rates up to 4%, especially with the

labor market continuing to hold well. This can cause

the US economy to come into recession during the next

6-9 months which is already signaled by an inverted US

treasury yield curve (10y-2y spread at -37bps)

Given the uncertainty linked to a peak in inflation,

degree of Fed tightening and pace of economic

slowdown, we continue to remain defensive in our

asset allocation by maintaining a significant overweight

on cash. We maintain underweight on equities and

fixed income. We expect the markets to remain volatile

on uncertain macro conditions.

Equities have seen a sharp reset in valuations on a steep

rise in real yields with 1-year forward PE ratio of MXWD

Index declining from 21x in November 2021 to 14.5x at

the end of June 2022. However, earnings estimates have

yet to come down further, despite negative commentary

that we have heard from a few companies and a

deacceleration in economic data. For us to be more

constructive on equities we need to see core inflation

peaking soon and trending lower towards Fed’s end-

2022 inflation target as this would make leave its

hawkish pivot and reduce pressure on earnings.

However, in the near-term we expect the equity market

to remain volatile and range bound. We will not rule out

short-term rallies, which we believe should be used for

right sizing once portfolios. We continue to keep

underweight on fixed income, however, post a strong

sell-off in IG credit we have turned opportunistic to add

to oversold names. In equities, we believe a proper

bottom-up analysis is important to own companies with

strong pricing power, solid balance sheets and low

leverage to protect from market volatility.

We have gone underweight economically sensitive

sectors such as materials, consumer discretionary and

industrials due to sharp economic slowdown concerns.

We continue to recommend a moderate energy

exposure due to tightness in supply and hedge against

inflation. We avoid long duration technology names

despite sizeable drops from their 52-week highs.

However, we have started to increase allocation to

quality tech (companies which are generating strong

free cash flows), utilities, healthcare and

telecommunication sectors. We see a diversified

portfolio with a dividend yield cushion to be better

equipped to face market volatility.

We stay underweight on US but play it through

defensive sectors and quality tech. We remain

underweight on Europe as it can enter recession by early

next year on tight energy supply, high inflation and

declining consumer confidence. We maintain our neutral

view on EM as monetary tightening by DM central banks

would create a liquidity squeeze. Within EM, we prefer a

tilt towards energy exporting countries in GCC and Asian

countries with relatively better managed fiscal and

current accounts such as China, Malaysia and Indonesia.
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Underweight Neutral Overweight

By Asset class:

Equities

Fixed Income

Cash

Equities - by region:

US

Japan

Euro Area

EM Asia

EM Europe

EM MENA

EM LatAm

Fixed Income - by region:

Asia Pacific

Africa & Middle East

South & Central America 

Eastern Europe

Central Asia

Fixed Income - Rates vs Spreads:

Rates

Spreads

Fixed Income - Credit:

Global Investment Grade

Global High Yield
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China is reopening up its economy as covid cases decline

in the mainland. We will not rule out the risk from cases

flaring up again. However, we expect the government

and central bank to stimulate the economy by loosening

fiscal and monetary policy. Regulatory policies are also

expected to become less disruptive to businesses.

Chinese monetary policy stance is opposite to rest of the

world where we are seeing a strong monetary tightening

on inflation concerns. Also, on the valuation ground

China appears quite attractive as it trades at a froward

PE of 11.5x which is in line with its 10-year average and

the monetary policy is loosening.

MSCI All Country World Value vs Growth

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments

Europe and EM underperformance vs US

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments

EM Fixed Income: As markets have started to price in

further rate hikes, we are remaining short in duration

while being cautious of a possible recession in the future

which would impact short term rates. Spread widening is

now impacting credits, hence we would invest in IG

sovereigns with strong foreign reserves and corporates

with strong cash flows. Further analysis & outlook is

mentioned starting page 9.

MENA Equities: Regional equity markets staged a strong

comeback in July on a strong set of Q2 results and

positive momentum in global markets. The S&P Pan

Arab Composite Large Mid Cap Index gained 5.8% MoM.

Oman’s MSX30 Index (+9.9%) was the best performing

market, followed by Qatar’s QE 20 Index (+9.7%), Saudi

Arabia’s TASI (5.9%) and Kuwait’s All Share Index

(+4.2%). UAE markets underperformed relatively, with

Dubai’s DFMGI and Abu Dhabi’s FTSE ADX General Index

up 3.6% and 3.1% respectively.

In Saudi, banks mostly beat earnings expectations for

Q2 (up 38% YoY and 3% sequentially) by realizing

robust QoQ NIM expansions backed by strong asset

yield and booking lower than expected provisions. Loan

growth on average was also good (up 4% QoQ. 9% YTD)

with market leader Al Rajhi seeing an increase of 7%

QoQ, taking YTD growth to 15%. SNB announced a net

income of SAR 4.6bn, up 2% QoQ and 98% YoY (Samba

related one-off provisions were taken in Q2 2021). This

earnings beat was backed by 12% growth QoQ in NII

while loan growth was also strong, growing 4.5% QoQ.

The bank lowered their cost of risk guidance to 30-50bps

for the year from 40-60bps previously. We continue to

like SNB given its large exposure to floating corporate

loans, strong CASA base (78.5%), attractive loan growth

(FY guidance of 11-13%) and cost synergies post their

merger with Samba. Saudi’s real GDP grew by 11.8%

YoY during Q2, its fastest growth since 2011. Oil GDP

jumped 23.1% YoY while non-oil GDP grew by 5.4%.

Unemployment also fell to the lowest level since 2008.

In the UAE, banks posted impressive growth in both

funded and non-funded income, with ENBD’s NII

growing nearly 21% followed by ADCB at 20% and DIB at

15% QoQ. ENBD and DIB both raised their NIMs targets

for the year by 50bps and 30bps, respectively. Loan

growth was relatively muted with FAB being the

exception, growing by 6% QoQ, driven by government

and GREs. CASA declined across the board due to rising

rates globally. Provisioning for the first half was down

YoY, which led to earnings beat for most banks. We

continue to like ENBD, ADCB and DIB, with their

earnings outlook looking positive on higher net interest

margins (NIMs), lower cost of risk (CoR) and improving

return on equity (ROE).

Aldar posted an impressive set of results with Q2

earnings up 22% QoQ. UAE contracted sales grew 65%

QoQ, nearing AED 2.5bn, with Aldar now targeting AED

7-8bn of property sales for the year (previously AED 5-

6bn). The investment portfolio’s occupancy rate grew to

92% while the hospitality and leisure businesses saw

significant additions (acquisition of Nurai Island Resort in

Abu Dhabi, Luxury DoubleTree by Hilton Al Marjan Island

and Rixos Bab Al Bahr beach resort in Ras Al Khaimah).

Aldar also acquired four commercial towers located in

ADGM from Mubadala for AED 4.3bn. We view all these

deals as boosting their NOI while the company still has

AED 5.bn to deploy over the next 12 months.
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As Aldar’s mix changes more towards asset

management (Aldar Investments) and less towards

homebuilding (Aldar Development), we believe their

cost of equity should reduce, and we remain

constructive on the name, despite a strong run YTD.

In Qatar, Miliha (Qatar Navigation) rallied 26% on the

news that it had secured a five-year contract worth USD

384mn with Qatar Energy to deliver EPCI services for

offshore projects. QNB posted a strong set of results,

with earnings growing 15% QoQ on the back of robust

NIM expansion, strong non-interest income and

controlled costs. In Kuwait, NBK’s earnings grew by 4%

QoQ on lower provisioning while NIMs expanded by 11%

QoQ. KFH and AUB also announced a revised swap ratio

of 1 KFH share for 2.695 AUB shares with the merger

deal on track to be completed by early 2023, pending

approval from regulatory agencies.

MENA Recommendations: Despite high oil prices, we

have seen increased volatility across our regional

markets, given that they have started to move in

tandem with their global peers. We have slightly

reduced our cash position and added to names that

have posted strong results for Q2. We caution that any

sharp slowdown globally or a potential recession could

result in a significant decline in oil prices. With the start

of a rate hiking cycle, we continue to like an exposure to

banks that will gain from NIM expansion on rate hikes,

declining cost of risk and rising loan growth expectations

due to a strong macro backdrop. We prefer regional top

banks with high capital adequacy (Emirates NBD, ADCB,

DIB, SNB, SABB, RIYAD, QNB and NBK).

We also like reopening names (Emaar, Air Arabia) and

real estate developers (Emaar Development and Aldar)

given the strong growth in off-plan and ready unit sales.

On the high dividend yield side, we like names within the

communication services sector (Yahsat), utilities

(DEWA), oil and gas drillers and retailers (Adnoc Drilling

and Adnoc Distribution), construction supply players

(Bawan and Yanbu Cement) and high yielding banks.

We are keeping the portfolio well diversified and

continue to prefer a high dividend yield mix along with

utilities and telecom to provide defense to our

portfolios during the market sell-offs. We continue to

avoid Turkey, Egypt and Pakistan on low foreign

reserves and stretched current and fiscal accounts. In

Turkey, headline inflation rose to 79.6% YoY in July while

the Central Bank kept policy rates unchanged, further

exacerbating inflation. The Turkish Lira has depreciated

26% against the USD this year, in addition to the 44%

witnessed in 2021. In Egypt, inflation touched 14.6% YoY

in June, the highest since 2017 while the currency has

depreciated 18% this year.

We have no exposure to Pakistan given its high external

financing needs (USD 33.5bn for FY22-23), large current

account deficit (USD 17.4bn in FY21-22) and diminishing

FX reserves (USD 8.6bn). The Pakistani rupee has also

depreciated by 25% this year.
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Sectors Performance of Key MENA Indices (MoM Change)
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Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management    Note: Size of the bubbles represent weight of the sectors in the respective index  

PE (x) 1Yr Fwd
Dividend 1Yr 

Fwd

MENA Valuations
Morocco 18.9

Saudi Arabia 17.3

Abu Dhabi 15.9

Qatar 14.1

Oman 12.9

Dubai 11.2

Bahrain 7.1

Kuwait 6.7

Egypt 5.5

Egypt 5.3%

Dubai 3.9%

Qatar 3.5%

Morocco 3.3%

Kuwait 3.0%

Abu Dhabi 2.6%

Saudi Arabia 2.5%

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management
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MENA Relative Valuations Versus Emerging Markets 

Based on our relative PE analysis of MENA markets
versus Emerging Markets, we believe that MENA
markets offer selective value. The market currently
trade more than 1 standard deviation above the
historical average relative PE of 1.11 vs MSCI EM as it
offers higher earnings growth. Strong oil price backdrop
justify a low equity risk premium for the GCC markets.

UAE is trading at 1 standard deviation above the
historical average relative PE of 0.97 vs MSCI EM.
However, UAE’s 1 year forward dividend yield is quite
attractive at 3.2%. Relative PE is calculated by dividing
the PE of MENA markets by Emerging Markets. Standard
Deviation measures the variation in the relative PE from
its average over the last 5 years.

Relative PE (1yr Fwd.): MENA vs MSCI EM Relative PE (1yr Fwd.): Saudi vs MSCI EM  
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Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management 
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Emerging Markets Fixed Income

The outlook for the global economy continues to weaken

as supply-side pressures and tightening financial

conditions weigh on sentiment and growth. The

combination of falling commodity prices, inflation

expectations and global growth has led to a repricing of

bond yields and interest rate expectations particular in

the US. Two-year inflation break-evens have fallen from

almost 5.0% in March to about 3.1%, which suggests that

investors are much less worried about inflation than they

were a few months ago. Three main factors are

contributing to this: the peak in commodity prices; a

much more hawkish US Federal Reserve; and slowing

economic momentum with rising risks of a recession.

This combination has led to a sharp decline in bond yields.

Market-based measures show that the Fed Funds rate is

priced to end 2022 at 3.4%, which is slightly lower than

the 3.6% priced in June. However, for 2023, the market

has become even more dovish, and is pricing in an end-

December rate of about 2.75%. This is likely the result of

the market becoming more convinced that the Fed will

front-load interest rate hikes to tackle inflation, even if it

means a sharp slowdown in economic activity, and

possibly a recession. The market is pricing in monetary

easing in 2023 and does not yet seem to be pricing in a

recession.

Most countries have seen a rise in nominal bond yields

since the start of 2022, most notably, Brazil, Italy, Greece

and Australia as central banks became increasingly more

hawkish. In the eurozone, the European Central Bank

hiked its deposit rate by 50bps, the first time it has raised

interest rates since March 2011 and the market is pricing

in further interest hikes this year. Despite rising US and

eurozone recession risks, high yield bond spreads have

started to compress, suggesting investors are more

concerned about a slowdown in growth than financial

market stress. Indeed, spreads in the high yield market in

the US and eurozone have narrowed, as have those across

EMs.

Developed markets and emerging markets continue to

record high inflation readings as a result of the ongoing

high energy prices' pass-through to price growth. With

inflation remaining elevated, further monetary policy

tightening is expected across DMs. EM central banks

responded to elevated inflation by continuing their hiking

cycle in June and early July 2022. Argentine policymakers

hiked by 300bps in an effort to anchor positive real rates.

Policymakers also continued hiking cycles in Colombia

(+150bps), the Czech Republic (+125bps), Poland (a

cumulative +125bps), Mexico (+75bps) and Brazil

(+50bps). Sri Lanka's Reserve Bank also hiked its policy

rate by 100bps in an effort to stabilise an economy facing

runaway inflation, sharp currency devaluation and a

painful recession.

In the US, inflation accelerated to 9.1% y-o-y in June, the

highest since November 1981, from 8.6% in May and

above market forecasts of 8.8%. Core inflation came in at

5.9% y-o-y, slightly below May's 6.0%, but above forecasts

of 5.7%. Inflation in Turkey accelerated for the 13th

consecutive month to 78.6% y-o-y in June 2022. In South

Africa, inflation came in at 6.5% y-o-y in May, which is

above the central bank's upper target of 6.0%, and up

from 5.9% in April. In Saudi Arabia, inflation edged higher

to 2.3% y-o-y in June after easing to 2.2% in May, mainly

driven by prices of food and beverages (4.4%) and

transport (2.5%). Inflation across emerging Asia remains

benign compared to other regions but picked up in most

regional economies, with the exception of India. Indian

inflation came in at 7.0% in June, stable from May. In

Mainland China, consumer prices increased by 2.5% y-o-y

in June, accelerating from May's 2.1% and marking the

highest reading since July 2020. In Brazil, inflation came in

at 11.9% y-o-y, up 11.7% in May.

Slowing growth in developed markets has created yet

another headwind for emerging markets, which were

already facing slower growth in Mainland China, elevated

inflation and tightening monetary policy. Risks are

weighted to the downside. There is a rising risk that some

economies will experience brief recessions in late 2022 or

early 2023 as a result of elevated inflation, supply

shortages and the abrupt tightening of monetary policy,

which poses a significant risk to many EMs.

Economic growth in Mainland China slowed sharply in

Q222, which slipped to just 0.4% y-o-y last quarter, the

second-worst performance in 30 years. The monthly

breakdown of data, however, suggests that conditions

bottomed out earlier in the quarter, and then rebounded

in May and June. Unemployment fell in May, and export

growth jumped to 17.9% y-o-y in June as lockdowns were

loosened. There are as-yet-unconfirmed reports that the

government will provide support to the economy later in

2022 through a new stimulus package that will encourage

local governments to borrow more.

Aggregate GDP in the Middle East and North Africa is

expected to rise by 6.5% in 2022, which would be the best

performance of any region of the EM world. The region's

oil exporters will benefit from the higher energy prices

that are causing inflationary problems elsewhere. In Saudi

Arabia, GDP is expected to grow at 7.6%.

http://www.daman.ae/
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Emerging Markets Fixed Income

Growth forecast for EM Asia for 2022 is at 4.4% in July.

India is expected to be the best-performing economy in

the region, growing by 8.0%. Sri Lanka on the other hand

is expected to have -9.8% drop in growth. This is due to Sri

Lanka's on-going balance of payments crisis and the

weakening currency may boost inflation and prompt an

aggressive rate hiking cycle. The political situation

became even more unstable in early July when President

Gotabaya Rajapaksa fled the country.

Sub-Saharan Africa GDP growth forecast was raised from

3.1% to 3.2%. This was due to as adjustment to Nigeria

growth forecast, which was raised from 1.8% to 2.4% as a

result of a higher oil price forecast. Kenya growth forecast

was also from 5.0% to 5.2% after a strong Q122 figure and

signs that the tourism sector is picking up fast.

The growth forecast for Latin America is at 1.9%. Growth

forecast was reduced for Argentina from 3.2% to 2.5%

due to escalating inflation and increased market

turbulence following the resignation of the country's

respected finance minister. In Colombia, 2022 growth

forecast was raised from 4.2% to 4.6% because private

consumption remained resilient even in the face of

elevated levels of inflation, fossil fuel production and

exports have surprised to the upside, which will continue

to support export growth in the months ahead. Brazil

which faces rapid inflation and escalating political risk

ahead of October's presidential election is forecasted to

see real GDP growth of just 0.8%.

http://www.daman.ae/
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Value MTD Change YTD Change

Barclays  GCC Credit +HY Index 174 2.7% -8.8%

FTSE MENA Broad Bond Index 157 2.8% -10.1%

Dow Jones  Sukuk 100 1.3% -7.8%

Barclays  Global  Aggregate Index 468 2.1% -12.1%

Barclays  Global  High Yield Index 1,322 4.0% -13.5%

Barclays  US Treasury Index 2,308 1.6% -7.7%

Barclays  US Corporate Index 3,114 3.2% -11.6%

Barclays  US Corporate High Yield index 2,237 5.9% -9.1%

JPM EM Global  Bond Index 515 3.3% -18.2%

Bloomberg Barclays  Emerging Markets  Hard Currency Aggregate Index 1,072 2.11% -15.4%

Bloomberg Barclays  US Aggregate Bond Index 2,163 2.4% -8.2%

Markit CDX Emerging Markets  Index 91 0.6% -5.7%

Barclays  EM High yield 1,173 1.8% -16.6%

Barclays  EM Corporate Index 259 0.7% -15.6%

10-year US Treasury yield* (%) 2.65 -36 114

30-year US Treasury yield* (%) 3.01 -17 111

US Treasury 2-10 Spread* -24.18 -29 -102

US Treasury 2-30 Spread* 11.92 -10 -105

10-year US Treasury Real  yield* (%) 0.10 -57 120

10-year Germany Treasury yield* (%) 0.82 -52 99

US Breakeven 10 Year* 2.55 21 -4

10-year Saudi  Arabia  Govt USD Bond yield* (%) 3.55 -54 115

9-year Abu Dhabi  Govt USD Bond yield* (%) 3.24 -55 123

5-year Kuwait Govt USD Bond yield* (%) 3.18 -35 149

10-year Oman Govt USD Bond yield* (%) 6.54 -36 122

10-year Bahra in Govt USD Bond yield* (%) 7.70 -2 192

8-year Qatar Govt USD Bond yield* (%) 3.35 -44 125

10-year Egypt Govt USD Bond yield* (%) 14.82 61 647

EIBOR 3M* (%) 2.71 83 234

QAIBOR 3M* (%) 2.45 0 133

Dubai  5 Year CDS* (bps) 50 -7 12

Qatar 5 Year CDS* (bps) 65 -6 21

Performance

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments AssetManagement Note: *In basis points

http://www.daman.ae/
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Major Commodities and Currencies
Performance
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July 2022

Value MTD Change YTD Change

Brent crude oi l  (USD/bbl ) 110.01 -4.2% 41.4%

Natura l  Gas  (USD/mmbtu) 8.23 51.7% 120.6%

Gold (USD/Ounce) 1,766 -2.3% -3.5%

Copper (USD/MT) 7,931 -3.9% -18.6%

Aluminium (USD/MT) 2,504 3.2% -10.8%

Nickel  (USD/MT) 23,579 4.1% 12.9%

Urea Middle East (USD/MT) 545 -21.0% -43.2%

Methanol  China (USD/MT) 307 -3.2% -0.6%

SE As ia  Polyethylene (USD/MT) 1,090 -11.4% -8.4%

Polypropylene (USD/MT) 1,040 -16.8% -12.6%

US Dol lar Index 105.90 1.2% 10.7%

MSCI EM Currency index 1,661.11 -0.3% -4.2%

JPM EM Currency index 50.42 -2.4% -4.1%

EGP/USD 0.05 -0.8% -17.0%

TRY/USD 0.056 -6.9% -25.7%

PKR/USD 0.418 -14.4% -26.0%

ILS/USD 0.294 2.7% -8.9%

EUR/USD 1.02 -2.5% -10.1%

GBP/USD 1.22 -0.1% -10.1%

USD/JPY 133.27 -1.8% 15.8%

http://www.daman.ae/


Concerto IS Daman MENA UCITS Fund (DAMENAI LX EQUITY)

The aim of this strategy is to achieve medium to long-term
capital appreciation by investing primarily in securities of
issuers listed in the MENAPT Region or investing in
securities of issuers listed outside of the MENAPT Region
but deriving most of their revenues from the MENAPT
Region.

The fund gained 1.5% during the month. In terms of asset
class, equities contributed to 95% of this performance
while fixed income was responsible for the remaining 5%.
Geographically, Saudi Arabia (49%), UAE (26%), Bahrain
(14%) and Kuwait (10%) were the key contributors to the
fund return.

We reduced our cash position slightly by building on our
existing positions in banks that posted strong Q2 results.
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Performance of our Funds

July 2022

Daman Balanced High Income Fund

The aim of this fund is to generate income along with
achieving medium to long-term capital appreciation, by
investing principally in securities of issuers located in, or
deriving at least 50% of their revenue from the MENA
region, South Asia and Turkey. Portfolio diversification is
further achieved by adding high yield fixed income
securities where market is overpricing systematic and/or
idiosyncratic risks.

The fund gained 1.7% during the month. In terms of asset

class, equities contributed to 82% of this performance

while fixed income was responsible for the remaining 18%.

Geographically, Saudi Arabia (45%), UAE (35%), and

Bahrain (13%) were the key contributors to the fund

return.

We reduced our cash position slightly by building on our
existing positions in banks that posted strong Q2 results.

2022
Inception

(30 Jul 2020) 
(Class I)

Total Return* 6.0% 57.6%

Annualized Return 10.7% 25.5%

Annualized Volatility 12.2% 9.9%

Sharpe Ratio 0.7 2.4

2022
Inception 

(May 2021)

Total Return* 2.6% 10.5%

Annualized Return 4.5% 8.7%

Annualized Volatility 9.5% 7.8%

Shape Ratio 0.2 0.9

Daman Global Sukuk Fund

The Daman Global Sukuk Fund seeks to maximize total
returns over the medium to long term through a prudent
combination of moderate-income generation and capital
appreciation by investing in Global Sukuk.

The total return of the fund during the month was -1.0%.
Saudi was the biggest positive contributor, whereas the
biggest detractors was Pakistan. Amongst our corporate
positions Aramco was the main positive contributor and
Mazoon was the main detractor.

The expectation of rate increases has impacted the
treasury yields and recessionary fears led to spread
widening which explains most of the performance.

Inception 
(Jan 2020)

Total Return** -7.2%

Rating BBB-

Annualized Return -2.1%

Annualized Volatility 4.6%

Sharpe Ratio NA

* NAV as of  July 28th, 2022

** Indicative of July 29th, 2022

* NAV as of  July 29th, 2022

http://www.daman.ae/
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Performance of our Fixed Maturity Products

July 2022

* NAV as of  June 30th,  2022

* NAV as of June 30th, 2022

Daman Islamic Enhanced Income Fund (2024)

The Daman Islamic Enhanced Income Fund seeks to
generate an attractive risk-adjusted total return through
a Sharia Compliant Salam mechanism linked to a portfolio
of fixed income securities. Coupons may be distributed or
accumulated monthly with maturity in December 2024.

The fund was down 3.2% during the month. The main
detractors were Egypt and Jordan. Amongst our corporate
positions DP World was the main contributor given the
idiosyncratic stories attached to the name and Arabian
Center was the main detractor.

The expectation of rate increases has impacted the
treasury yields and recessionary fears led to spread
widening which explains most of the performance.

2022
Inception 

(Nov 2020)

Total Return* -12.6% -3.9%

Dividends Paid* 4.1% 11.9%

Rating BB

Annualized Return -

Annualized Volatility -

Sharpe Ratio -

Daman GCC Term Income Fund (2025)

The Fund will seek to generate a regular stream of fixed
income returns and cash distributions through a Shari’a
Compliant Salam mechanism linked to a portfolio of fixed
income securities issued in GCC. The Fund will target to
invest at least 75% of its gross assets in issuers having at
least 25% holding by a government or government related
entity.

The total return of the fund was -1.7% during the month.
The main detractors were Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.
Amongst our corporate positions FAB was the main
contributor given the rising rates and Aramco was the main
detractor given the drop in oil prices.

The expectation of rate increases has impacted the
treasury yields and recessionary fears led to spread
widening which explains most of the performance.Inception 

(Jan 2022)

Total Return* -6.4%

Dividends Paid* 2.7%

Rating BBB-

Annualized Return -

Annualized Volatility -

Sharpe Ratio -

http://www.daman.ae/
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About Daman Investments

Daman Asset Management is a dedicated MENA specialist offering mutual funds strategies and bespoke
investment products, which have been built on our independent research insights and backed with a
proven track record of delivering superior risk-adjusted returns which have substantially outperformed
peers and regional benchmarks. Our experienced team manages investments on behalf of local and
regional institutions, family offices and high net worth individuals.

The document is issued by Daman Investments PSC, which is authorized and regulated by the Emirates Securities and
Commodities Authority (SCA).

To receive a list of Daman Investment’s composite descriptions and any other information, please contact the
Marketing & Communications Department.

Address: Daman Investments PSC, Suite 600, P.O. Box 9436 Dubai, UAE
Tel: (+971 4) 332 4140
Fax: (+971 4) 332 6465
Email: amc@daman.ae
Website: https://www.daman.ae/

This document has been prepared by Daman Investments PSC and is for private use only. The document is for information purpose only and it does
not constitute investment advice nor is it intended to be an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any investment
product(s)/asset class(es) mentioned in this document, nor an incentive to invest. The investment product(s)/asset class(es) described in this
document may not be eligible for sale or subscription in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. This document is intended for
publication and distribution to the recipient only and may not be passed on or disclose to any other persons. This document is not intended for
distribution to a person or within a jurisdiction where such distribution would be restricted or illegal. It is the responsibility of any person in
possession of this document to investigate and observe all applicable laws and regulation of the relevant jurisdiction. This document may not be
conveyed to or used by a third party without our express consent. Daman Investments PSC is not responsible for any error which may be
occasioned at the time of printing of this document. The investment product(s)/asset class(es) described in this document is/are destined to
investor(s) who possess sufficient knowledge, based on their own experience, to evaluate the advantages and the risks inherent to such
investment product(s)/asset class(es). Prior to making an investment decision, you should conduct such investigation and analysis regarding the
investment product(s)/ asset class(es) described herein as you deem appropriate and to the extent you deem necessary, obtain independent
advice from competent legal, financial, tax, accounting and other professionals, to enable you to understand and recognize fully the legal, financial,
tax and other risks arising in respect of such investment product(s)/asset class(es) and the purchase, holding and/or sale thereof. Daman
Investments PSC hereby expressly disclaims any obligation, or liability whatsoever, and it shall not be responsible under any circumstances or in
any way, irrespective, contractual or non-contractual for any fiduciary responsibility or liability for any consequences, financial or otherwise, or any
damages and loss including but not limited to compensations, charges, expenses and /or implications, direct and/or indirect, incidental, collateral,
special or exceptional related to or arising from any reliance placed on the information in this document, failures, errors, interruption, defect, delay
and / or the fluctuations of prices, if any, and in any or all transactions, securities, assets, sales assumptions, and proceeds from sales or
transactions and actual collections are subject to change of sales prices timing of collections whatsoever, unless a written conclusive official
evidence may prove a gross negligence, fraud or willful misconduct on the part of Daman Investments PSC.

July 2022
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